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Spring Madness. There is no doubt; this spring has been one of the most challenging
with frustrating temporary setbacks for both the farmer and ag-retailer alike. With a lousy wet
fall, and a snowy wet winter, the majority of anhydrous ammonia and dry fertilizer was pushed
to spring application. When the weather finally broke this spring for application, ag-retailer
supplies of dry fertilizer and anhydrous ammonia were stretched to the max, with many days we
were hauling product out faster that what we could get it in from the river terminals. Talking
with some of our truck drivers, they were waiting their turn in line at the river terminals (3-4
hours of waiting), with 10-12 trucks in front of them; all waiting their turn to get loaded. If all of
that wasn’t stressful enough, the several thousand acres of ground that we were to custom apply
ammonia to all seemed to dry out at the same time; in which (and rightfully so) everybody
wanted us to custom apply the ammonia ASAP so they could plant corn in a timely fashion while
the weather was ideal. In addition to all of this, custom spraying pre-emergent herbicides needed
to begin before the corn came up on the acres that have already been planted, and soybean burndown herbicides were ready to also be applied as soybeans were also being planted. Twentyfour hours in a day just wasn’t enough.
I have gained one positive result after all of this. I lost 6 pounds of winter fat in 12 days,
(a few cinnamon graham crackers and Wheat Thins provided my nourishment for my late
evening meals). I think Kristi Alley and Marie Osmond need to rethink their Jenni Craig weight
loss program. There is nothing that long days of hard work and minor starvation can’t overcome
(although I am pretty sure their financial endorsements they receive from Jenni Craig more than
make up for their lack of weight loss.) J
Was the 3+ inches of rain too much, or just right? The majority of West Central
Illinois received a solid 3+ inches of rain from Friday, April 23 – Monday April, 26th. While
most farmers will tell you that it was way too much rain because it will delay planting and
spraying for several more days, I feel it was just the right amount for many farmers in our area;
and here is the reason why. Last week, the million dollar question I received from farmers was
“How many days do I need to wait to plant corn after anhydrous application?” While I would
say the vast majority of the farmers that I talked too already KNEW the answer when they asked
the question, however not many followed through with the answer. The short answer is that it is
wise to wait a minimum of 5 days before planting, with 7 days being more appropriate.
Anything earlier is like playing Russian Roulette. You might be fine if you play the odds; but
eventually the odds do and will catch up with you. A lot, and I mean a lot of corn was planted 3
days or less after anhydrous application. The 3 inches of rain came just in time (in my mind) to
neutralize out the anhydrous to prevent serious root burning on the newly germinating corn
plants.
· Anhydrous burn, what is it and why does it happen? Anhydrous (NH3) is a gas (it
is in a liquid state when it is in the white bottles because it is under pressure).
Anhydrous immediately will seek out water when it is applied to the soil to form

ammonium (NH4+). This
process happens relatively fast
if there is adequate moisture
in the soil. However, in
conditions when it is very dry,
or excessively wet that the
anhydrous knives on the
toolbar create side wall
compaction leaving an air
pocket below ground, this NH3 gas will remain there and can stay
toxic to newly germinating corn plants which can burn off the
roots causing uneven growth, or worst case scenario, dead plants.
For those who were playing Russian Roulette with planting corn a few days after
anhydrous application; the rain came just in time! (These pictures were taken last year in
case you were wondering)

“Minor” Voo-doo days. The biggest side affect due to the 3+ inches of rain is that I am
afraid it will create a “minor” Voo-doo dates of April 21 and April 22. These were the last two
days of corn planting that occurred right before the rain. Ideally, corn needs the first 48 hours of
“leave me alone time” from Mother Nature to initiate germination evenly. However, with the
amount of cold rain that we received will cause unevenness in germination because of variances
oxygen left in the soil as the oxygen got displaced by rain water. As the fields begin to slowly
dry out, germination will resume, but as I am afraid a bit uneven as the oxygen returns unevenly
to the soil. Looking at the extended weather forecast, I am not worried about soil crusting or
getting hard so that should be a sigh of relief to many of us.

That’s my 2 cents worth…..the choice and decision is always yours.
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